
Psychic Andrew Warnes

Ten of Wands 

Crap Happening …..

 This week….. 

      .…. in dot points

Sometimes crap or stuff just happens 

Don’t be surprised if a string of ‘things’ happen  

Work, home, driving, kids, siblings—a whole tribe of things 

You have the tools to move through—use them. Shrug shoulders, 
accept and move on.

Click Here For Video
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Contact Us

Email : andrew@AndrewWarnes.com

Book a Psychic Reading

+61 (0)414 544 543

Oh dear.
 

This could be a tough few days. I wish I could give it to you in a nicer, more gentle way. I can't. 
If you're the type who reads and listens these readings with idle interest, you may well be in 
trouble. 
 

You're about to be loaded up with a whole lot of new crap. Don't say I didn't warn you. It's as if the 
chooks are coming home to roost, and they're very heavy and needy chooks!
 

I can't actually suggest you take a particular course of action except call me (or someone else) for a 
session and get some face-to-face help. Anything you try now won't actually help that much, you'll 
just have to see this energy through to its completion. Hopefully it’s only a couple of days.

Okay, how might this manifest itself? Try these examples…….
 

If you're in a paid 'job' your workload might suddenly double.
There could be an illness or even death of a friend or loved one.
There could be a breakage; dingle in the car; problem with an implement (washing machine, 
stove, microwave oven).
Or a major expense that you knew was going to happen but it's much bigger than you originally 
thought it would be.

 

On a lighter side though, you do have the tools to look at this stuff differently. You could do as I 
suggested and call me for help or you could just stop, look around and notice your beautiful 
surroundings and move on.
 

Choice is yours......
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